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For biodiversity, resilience to climate change eventually requires 
either range shifts or in situ adaptation1. Both rely on dispersal. 
Species survival depends on outbound dispersal to track suit-

able conditions and resources through range expansion2, whereas 
the adaptation of local populations and ecosystems depends largely 
on the inbound dispersal of novel genes and species better suited to 
the new environment3. Already widespread, climate-induced bio-
geographical shifts are predicted to become a race against time as 
the pace of climate change accelerates, with major consequences for 
global biodiversity and human society4.

Although some organisms can actively track suitable climates, 
many passive dispersers are subject to the whim of the winds. 
Wind is the essential dispersal vector for a substantial fraction of 
species across all life forms. Wind regimes (speed, direction and 
directional consistency) help explain the transoceanic dispersal 
of birds5, arthropods6, plants7 and microorganisms8; the regional 
and local movement of plant pollen and seeds9–13 and fungi14; the 
landscape genetics of diverse plants9,13,15,16 and pathogens17; and 
the overland dispersal of aquatic species18. Wind influences on 
insect pollinators can even drive directional pollen dispersal in 
non-wind-pollinated plants19.

Wind regimes could thus strongly influence the range expansion 
and gene flow required for climate tracking at landscape to regional 
scales20–22. Under warming conditions, adaptation and range shifts 
require the dispersal of genes and species down geographical tem-
perature gradients towards historically cooler sites (for example, 
towards higher latitudes and elevations)23. Wind may facilitate this 
migration in landscapes where it flows strongly from warmer to 
cooler sites, and hinder it where the flow is from cooler to warmer 
sites or blows weakly overall20,22. Alignment with precipitation gra-
dients will also be important for many species, but we focus mainly 
on temperature in this article because future rainfall projections are 
more heterogeneous and uncertain, and wind has important causal 
links with temperature gradients.

The direction of currents is a well-established factor in deter-
mining the success of climate-driven range shifts in marine sys-
tems24, but the corresponding role of wind currents in terrestrial 
systems has received less attention, in spite of studies that identify  

wind direction as a key open question for modelling range shifts21,25. 
Although studies using wind-speed data have assessed future 
range-expansion potentials21,26,27 and concluded that dispersal could 
limit future climate responses in many species, we are unaware of 
studies that account for wind direction or spatial variation in wind 
regimes. Studies on wind direction’s role in historical climate tracking 
are also scarce, although it has been implicated in shaping local28,29 
and regional30 climate-driven range expansion. Observations that 
some wind-dispersed trees and grasses have failed to keep pace with 
high palaeoclimate velocities31,32 and that incomplete range filling is 
related to seed aerodynamics33 further suggest that wind conditions 
can limit range expansion even when climate change is much slower 
than that predicted for the coming decades.

In this study, we model the predicted global patterns of climate 
adaptation tailwinds and headwinds. We begin by characteriz-
ing the geography of key dispersal-relevant features of local wind 
regimes. Next, we offer a conceptual introduction that examines 
climatic drivers of alignment (tailwinds) and misalignment (head-
winds) between prevailing winds and temperature gradients. In 
our main analysis assessing the potential for wind to facilitate cli-
mate tracking, we then implement a global ‘windscape’ connectiv-
ity model to compare upwind and downwind dispersal catchments 
with patterns of shifting climate analogues. Finally, we demonstrate 
how species-specific wind connectivity modelling can inform pre-
dicted patterns of genetic rescue and range expansion under climate 
change, using lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) as a case study.

A typology of global wind regimes
The geography of wind regimes will determine potential impacts 
on climate change biogeography. Wind dispersal patterns depend 
on the long-term distribution of instantaneous wind conditions at 
a site10, and these wind regimes can be characterized by three key 
properties. Average wind speed represents the total wind dispersal 
potential for a site. Prevailing wind direction represents the expected 
bearing of wind dispersal to or from a site, quantified as the circu-
lar mean of hourly wind angles weighted by wind speed. And wind 
anisotropy reflects how unidirectional wind dispersal is expected to 
be for a site, quantified as one minus the circular standard devia-
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tion of hourly wind directions weighted by wind speed. Vertical tur-
bulence also plays a critical role in wind dispersal (Supplementary 
Appendix 1), although we are unable to assess it in detail due to 
data and space limitations. Diurnal and seasonal patterns in these 
factors are also important, depending on the dispersal phenology of 
individual species13.

We characterized global patterns in these wind regime properties 
using 30 years (1980–2009) of hourly resolution near-surface wind 
data from the gridded (~35 km pixels) Climate Forecast System 
Reanalysis (CFSR) dataset34, which we used for all the analyses in 
this article. Each of the three variables exhibits strong and relatively 
independent spatial trends (Fig. 1), with important implications for 
the biogeography of wind dispersal. Globally, the prevailing wind 
direction is structured in latitudinal bands associated with Hadley, 
Ferrel and polar atmospheric circulation cells. Equatorial regions 
have weak westward and equatorward surface flow, which makes 

the tropics a relative wind trap (known to sailors as the doldrums); 
tropical winds tend to be more anisotropic near coasts. At tem-
perate latitudes, winds are stronger and tend to flow eastward and 
poleward, although the strength and direction are more variable. 
Polar latitudes exhibit strong anisotropic winds that flow westward 
and equatorward, although this is more consistent in the Southern 
Hemisphere. Smaller-scale geography also shapes wind regimes, 
with wind strength often increasing near coasts and both strength 
and anisotropy increasing with elevation.

Prevailing wind alignment with temperature gradients
Global wind patterns will influence the direction and speed of move-
ment for wind dispersers in relation to spatial temperature gradients 
and warming temperatures. Importantly, wind and temperature are 
mechanistically coupled. The very temperature gradients that biodi-
versity must traverse to offset climate change are directly responsible 
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Fig. 1 | Global wind patterns as characterized by three drivers of dispersal: prevailing wind direction, average wind speed and anisotropy. a, Examples of 
local wind regimes; point clouds represent speed and direction for every hour from 1980 to 2009, and radial lines indicate the prevailing direction. b, Wind 
speed and anisotropy across terrestrial grid cells (r2 = 0.25); the examples in a are shown. c, Geographical patterns of wind regimes; the prevailing wind 
direction is indicated by wind paths and arrows, and the speed and anisotropy correspond to the colours in b.
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for generating wind across these landscapes. Generally, the prevail-
ing surface winds tend to flow from cooler towards warmer locations 
due to the pressure differential between areas of sinking cool air and 
rising warm air—the opposite direction that genes and species must 
migrate in a warming world. Although this is a generality, it is also 
a simplification, and important exceptions exist. In this section we 
explore general spatial patterns in the alignment (‘tailwinds’) and 
misalignment (‘headwinds’) between prevailing winds and tempera-
ture gradients at various geographical scales. We set aside temporal 
variation in wind speed and direction for this conceptual introduc-
tion, and return to it in the subsequent section.

The largest-scale temperature gradient on the planet is latitudi-
nal, and poleward range shifts are a key component of biodiversity 
migration under climate change. The latitudinal temperature gradi-
ent drives equatorward-flowing headwinds in the Hadley and polar 
cells that cover about two-thirds of the Earth’s surface, whereas 
poleward-flowing tailwinds are the norm in the temperate-latitude 
Ferrel cells between 30 and 60° N and between 30 and 60 °S. Global 

data indicate that the mean terrestrial winds follow these expecta-
tions across 94% of latitudinal zones outside the Arctic (Fig. 2a,b). 
Deviations occur in the Arctic and other northern areas where large 
landmasses interrupt the idealized circulation.

Temperature gradients also drive prevailing winds at regional 
to landscape scales. Examples include ‘thermal lows’ pulling wind 
toward hot deserts, ‘katabatic winds’ pushing air off of ice caps and 
high mountains and ‘sea breezes’ pulling wind from cool waters 
towards warm landmasses (Fig. 2e,g,h), all of which flow opposite 
the direction needed to facilitate temperature tracking. In other 
locations, the prevailing winds flow across landscapes that encom-
pass heterogeneous temperature gradients. Where winds blow 
across deserts or mountain ranges, they may facilitate migration on 
one side and hinder it on the other (Fig. 2c,d). The windward side of 
mountain ranges (generally the west side in temperate regions) will 
experience tailwinds, which will help move species to higher eleva-
tions; on the leeward side, headwinds will push dispersers downhill 
towards higher temperatures.
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Fig. 2 | Prevailing wind alignment with temperature gradients. a, Global temperatures and locations of examples displayed in panels c–h. b–h, 
Characteristic wind-temperature patterns likely to influence climate tracking. Axes show temperature against distance, with the temperature flipped to 
resemble mountains that are colder at higher elevations. Arrows indicate the prevailing wind direction with respect to the transect—blue for wind that 
blows towards cooler locations (facilitation) and red where it blows towards warmer locations (hindrance). b, Terrestrial meridional winds versus the 
latitudinal temperature gradient, averaged across 5° latitudinal bins; the coloured rectangles represent hypotheses based on idealized atmospheric cells. 
c–h, Examples of local wind-temperature relationships: transverse mountain wind (c), cross-desert wind (d), sea breeze (e), southwesterly wind (f), 
katabatic wind (g) and thermal low (h); these transects were selected to roughly parallel prevailing winds.
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Alignment can be extended to two dimensions by quantifying 
the angle between the prevailing wind direction and the orienta-
tion of the local temperature gradient (Extended Data Fig. 1), and 
similar metrics for oceanic currents have been shown to explain 
observed range shifts in marine systems24. However, although pre-
vailing winds offer important insights, winds vary across time and 
space, and biodiversity must track climates across complex temper-
ature landscapes, which necessitates a more realistic landscape-scale 
modelling approach.

upwind and downwind connectivity to analogue climates
Under a given climate change scenario, a focal site will have a par-
ticular spatial distribution of climate analogues: outbound analogues 
represent attractive emigration targets with future climates similar 
to the site’s historic climate, whereas inbound analogues represent 
attractive immigration sources with historic climates similar to 
the focal site’s future condition35 (Fig. 3a–d). (Although originally 
termed forward and backward analogues35, we find the outbound 
and inbound terms36 more intuitive and use them here.) In contrast 
to previous studies, we calculated a continuous metric of inbound or 
outbound climatic similarity (Supplementary Fig. 5) rather than a 
discrete classification of analogues. Mapping landscape connectivity 
to analogue climates has become a major topic of conservation plan-
ning, but has focused on actively dispersing terrestrial organisms37. 
Here we report an analysis of climate change connectivity by wind.

Unlike atmospheric plume models, which represent a single 
wind-dispersal event associated with a specific weather episode38,39, 
a dispersal model aimed at capturing long-term biogeographical 
shifts should integrate over time (which encompasses the long-term 
distribution of local weather patterns) and over space (which 
encompasses numerous short dispersal events that link an origin 
and destination over multiple generations). Landscape connectivity 
models that represent conductance between neighbouring grid cells 

are well-suited to model spatial diffusion, and have been used to 
study terrestrial dispersal40, marine dispersal41 and wind dispersal 
using individual wind fields that represent average or instantaneous 
wind conditions7,42. We extended this landscape wind-connectivity 
(windscape’) approach to allow multidirectional connectiv-
ity parameterized using decades-long time series of hourly wind 
fields. For a given site, this model predicts the relative accessibility 
of downwind and upwind dispersal landscapes, which represents 
the potential for outbound emigration and inbound immigration, 
respectively (Fig. 3e,f).

The expected time for wind to travel between two points, given 
the full spatiotemporal distribution of wind regimes across a land-
scape, is measured in wind-hours. Conceptually, this offers a more 
realistic alternative to geographical distance for predicting the actual 
time for genes or species to reach a site. As a simple illustration, for a 
species with a one-year generation time and propagules that spend 
one hour aloft per dispersal event, the mean spread rate would be 
one wind-hour per year and the expected years until colonization 
would equal the wind-hours between sites. Although this example 
does not reflect the complexity of a species-specific demography, 
propagule aerodynamics or vertical uplift21,39,43 (Supplementary 
Appendix 1), we propose that relative rates of spread for given 
genes or species should be roughly proportional to the wind-hours 
to sites across the region. To validate these model predictions with 
empirical data and to integrate windscape models with biologically 
explicit range-expansion models39,44 are important areas for future 
research. For our purposes, we quantify wind accessibility as the 
inverse of wind-hours between points (Fig. 3g,h). This inverse func-
tion resembles the long-tailed wind dispersal kernels used in many 
studies10,21,26, which reflect the non-linear probability of dispersal at 
increasing distances.

Comparing a site’s climate analogue and wind-accessibility 
landscapes (Fig. 3c–h) shows how wind patterns are predicted 
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Fig. 3 | example wind and climate change landscapes for one focal site. a–d, For the location in b, twentieth century temperature patterns (a) combined 
with future climate change generates patterns of outbound (top row) and inbound (bottom row) climate similarity (c,d), which represent emigration 
and immigration targets for the site. e–h, Wind time–distance estimates (e,f) that represent the travel time from and to the site are converted into wind 
accessibility surfaces (g,h). i,j, The product of wind accessibility and climate similarity is a wind–climate overlap surface, which represents areas that are 
both accessible and suitable, and are predicted to be the most likely destinations and origins for migrant genes and species associated with this site.
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to affect the dispersal accessibility of climatically suitable sites. 
Wind–climate overlap maps (Fig. 3i,j), calculated by multiplying 
wind accessibility by climatic similarity, represent areas with the 
highest predicted potential for successful natural migration. Using 
the 30-year hourly wind data and baseline and future tempera-
ture data (1979–2013 versus 2060–2080 under the Representative 
Concentration Pathway 8.5 emissions scenario), we modelled 
wind-accessibility and temperature-similarity surfaces for every 

terrestrial grid cell in a circular landscape 500 km in diameter, in 
both the inbound and outbound directions. For each landscape we 
summarized these surfaces by calculating the mean climate similar-
ity, mean wind accessibility and mean wind–climate overlap across 
cells. The ratio of overlap to climate similarity gives a normalized 
metric that we call ‘wind facilitation’, which indicates the degree to 
which wind is expected to facilitate versus hinder connectivity to 
the available climate analogues.
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Fig. 4 | Modelled global patterns of downwind accessibility to outbound climate analogues. a, Relationship between outbound climate analogue 
availability and wind facilitation; colours represent combinations of the two variables and extreme outliers were rescaled for visualization. b, Latitudinal 
trends in the relative prevalence of the four categorical combinations of these metrics, which are delineated by the dashed median lines in a. c, Global 
geographical patterns in the two metrics. d, Regional perspective highlighting the mountain ranges of western North America, where the dominant 
temperature gradients are elevational and prevailing winds flow towards the east-northeast. Colours in all the panels correspond to those in a. See 
Extended Data Fig. 2 for the inbound results that correspond to these outbound results.
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Globally, we found that these models predict strong geographical 
patterns in the wind facilitation of climate tracking. Facilitation is 
higher in temperate latitudes and on the windward sides of moun-
tain ranges (Fig. 4 and Extended Data Figs. 2–4). Relationships 
between facilitation and coastal or elevational gradients are also 
prominent in some regions, and often differ between the inbound 
and outbound directions; for example, along the immediate eastern 
coast of North America, winds that flow offshore are expected to 
facilitate inbound migration from warmer inland areas, but hinder 
outbound migration. For cases in which climate analogues are abun-
dant but facilitation is low, wind could hinder range shifts either 
because it blows in the wrong direction (headwinds) or because 
it blows too weakly, syndromes that exhibit strong global patterns 
(Extended Data Fig. 5).

Patterns in the underlying wind and climate change compo-
nents are also notable. Wind-dispersal potential itself is much 
higher at high absolute latitudes, and exhibits strong but region-
ally variable relationships with elevation (Extended Data Fig. 6).  
Prior studies hypothesized that the latitudinal wind-speed gradient 
may be responsible for the higher prevalence of wind-pollinated 
and wind-dispersed plants at higher latitudes45. Whether this is 
due to evolution towards wind dispersal at higher latitudes or to 
greater colonization of temperate regions by wind dispersers, it 
illustrates the potentially profound role of global wind geography 
in shaping biodiversity patterns. It also means our results will 
be relevant to a larger fraction of the flora in temperate than in  
tropical areas.

Contrasts between inbound and outbound climate tracking have 
important ecological and conservation implications. The outbound 
direction emphasizes the resilience of the taxonomic or genetic 
diversity currently present at a site, whereas the inbound direc-
tion emphasizes the site’s ability to sustain diversity and function 
through immigration of new genes and species; the concepts are 
therefore most relevant to species-based versus place-based conser-
vation perspectives, respectively35,46. Where inbound and outbound 
migration are balanced, temporal turnover is expected, in which 
genes and species replace each other as all move up a common 
gradient; where they diverge, transient ecological states of extinc-
tion debt or immigration credit may persist for extended periods of 
time47. We found weak correlations between wind-analogue over-
lap area in the outbound versus inbound directions (Extended Data  
Fig. 2), which suggests that ecological disequilibria may become 
widespread, and that the areas of greatest conservation concern may 
differ by management perspective. This result is driven not by wind, 
but by climate analogue availability; for example, outbound avail-
ability is higher than inbound at low elevations, but this reverses at 
high elevations (Extended Data Fig. 7) and the two metrics exhibit a 
triangular relationship in which they are never both high (Extended 
Data Fig. 2d). Such patterns are broadly consequential for both 
wind- and non-wind-dispersed taxa35,46,48.

We stress that these model predictions are hypotheses that 
should be tested and refined by future empirical work. We expect 
wind-speed-based connectivity to correlate positively with disper-
sal potential on average, but there is substantial uncertainty in this 
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Fig. 5 | Case study of wind connectivity and climate resilience for lodgepole pine in western North America. a–c, Potential for wind-mediated genetic 
rescue (a) within the current species range; higher values indicate upwind accessibility to many populations (b) with high inbound climate similarity  
(c). d–f, Potential for wind-mediated range expansion (d), with sites outside the current species range (shown in black) coloured by the product of future 
suitability (e) and wind dispersal pressure (f). Gold–red–blue colours represent continua from relative vulnerability to resilience in all the maps; units are 
h–1, except in b and e, which are unitless.
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average, and in the translation from relative to absolute measures of 
wind accessibility, due to the simple nature of our model. There will 
also be major variation around the average in the application to dif-
ferent species. In Supplementary Appendix 1 we discuss a number 
of these uncertainties in more detail, and present a set of sensitiv-
ity analyses (Supplementary Figs. 1–7) related to different model 
assumptions and parameters. Notably, our overall conclusions are 
relatively robust under a range of alternative parameterizations. 
Beyond dispersal dynamics, our focus on the mean annual tem-
perature for the climate change component also adds uncertainty. 
Sensitivity analyses indicate that wind facilitation patterns based on 
seasonal temperature and annual precipitation are similar to those 
for mean annual temperature, whereas patterns based on seasonal 
precipitation differ substantially (Supplementary Fig. 6); our results 
will therefore be less relevant for species whose climate suitability is 
highly dependent on precipitation seasonality.

Case study of genetic rescue and range expansion in 
lodgepole pine
Windscape models can be used to assess the potential for genetic 
rescue and species range expansion for particular focal species, 
incorporating additional geographical and biological features. We 
demonstrate this for lodgepole pine (P. contorta), a wind-dispersed, 
wind-pollinated tree of major ecological and commercial impor-
tance in western North America. In this species, pollination occurs 
in late spring and seed release occurs mainly during late summer 
and autumn49; we thus used wind data from these seasons for the 
gene flow and range-expansion models, respectively. Also, as pine 
seeds (unlike pollen) probably have higher rates of abscission and 
uplift under higher wind speeds (Supplementary Appendix 1), we 
modelled connectivity for range expansion and gene flow as qua-
dratic and linear functions of wind speed, respectively.

Genetic rescue entails gene flow that bolsters a population’s 
declining fitness under warming climates50,51. We modelled this by 
calculating inbound wind conductance between all the population 
pairs within the current species range, and comparing their current 
and predicted future climates in light of published population-level 
thermal performance curves52,53, which reflect patterns of niche 
breadth and local adaptation in P. contorta. The highest potential 
for genetic rescue occurs in populations in northeastern portions of 
the species range that are downwind from numerous substantially 
warmer populations; greater vulnerability is predicted for popula-
tions near the warm edge of the range and for populations in cooler 
areas but with poor inbound wind connectivity to warmer popula-
tions (Fig. 5a–c). Although long generation times limit evolutionary 
rates, these results may reflect not just future gene flow, but also 
existing in situ adaptive genetic variation from historic gene flow.

To assess the role of winds in range-expansion potential, we used 
an environmental niche model based on multiple temperature and 
precipitation variables to predict future suitability across the region, 
and modelled outbound wind connectivity from every location 
in the current range to the surrounding region. Sites with a high 
future suitability that are downwind from many occupied sites are 
most likely to be colonized, whereas areas with low suitability or 
poor wind connectivity to the current range have a lower predicted 
colonization potential (Fig. 5d–f). For lodgepole pine, most newly 
suitable habitat is predicted to be northwest of the current species 
range, whereas wind-dispersal potential is predicted to be strongest 
towards the east. This suggests that wind is less likely to facilitate a 
rapid natural expansion to the northwest, whereas higher-elevation 
areas encircled by the species range are more likely to be both  
suitable and wind accessible.

Discussion
In this study, we explored the possibility that global wind patterns 
may influence the ability of wind-dispersed genes and species to 

keep up with climate change. Combining a novel wind-connectivity 
model with future temperature data, we generated hypotheses about 
the sorts of patterns that could result from this phenomenon, such 
as the facilitation of upward elevational migration on the windward 
mountain slopes and poleward migration in temperate regions. The 
wind-dispersed biota in these regions may be able to naturally adapt 
to future temperature increases through genetic rescue and range 
shifts, whereas areas characterized by wind hindrance may have less 
capacity to adapt and could be higher priorities for management 
intervention. At the level of the individual species range, we also pro-
jected how wind could influence range expansion and adaptive gene 
flow, and so facilitate climate change resilience in some landscapes 
but hinder it elsewhere. Testing these hypotheses with empirical data 
and refining windscape-modelling methods to increase their biolog-
ical and meteorological realism are important priorities for future 
studies. If winds do shape future climate vulnerability patterns as 
predicted here, it could have profound ecological consequences, not 
just for wind-dispersed species, but also indirectly for entire eco-
systems in which they play important roles, such as temperate for-
ests with the majority of trees are wind-dispersed, wind pollinated 
or both. Our results are also relevant in cases when the goal is to 
prevent range expansion, such as for pathogens and invasive species.

Although there is a long history of wind-dispersal model-
ling, the role of wind geography has been underexplored at the 
landscape-to-regional scales important for the dynamics of spe-
cies ranges, metacommunities and population genetics, including 
responses to climate change. The connectivity modelling approach 
we utilize here helps address this gap and offers hypotheses about 
the relative ease of wind dispersal between locations. Here we 
combined these predictions with data on future climate change to 
predict where wind may facilitate versus hinder climate adapta-
tion. Windscape models also generate predictions about historical 
patterns—predictions that will be useful to both improve dispersal 
models and climate vulnerability forecasts and also to understand 
historical ecological patterns. Windscape models hold promise for 
integration with climate-change-focused studies on simulated range 
expansion, incomplete range filling, palaeoclimatic range shifts and 
long-distance gene flow, as well as diverse areas of spatial ecology 
and biogeography not explicitly connected to climate change.
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Methods
Climate data. Our analysis is based on wind data from the CFSR34, a gridded 
global climate reanalysis dataset with a temporal resolution of 1 h and a spatial 
resolution of ~35 km. The CFSR is a weather model continually parameterized with 
empirical hourly data from meteorological stations worldwide, and is considered 
the best-available representation of the actual state of the Earth’s atmosphere over 
recent decades34. We used hourly mean near-surface (10 m) zonal (u, that is the 
east–west component) and meridional (v, that is the north–south component) 
wind speeds from 1980 through 2009 (n = 262,800 hourly time steps), which we 
converted from the native Gaussian grid format into latitude–longitude raster grids 
with a spatial resolution of 0.312°. Data from other atmospheric heights were also 
compared with winds 10 m above ground in a sensitivity analysis (Supplementary 
Fig. 2) and found to yield similar global patterns of wind facilitation.

We used gridded climate surfaces for historical (1979–2013 mean) and 
projected future (2060-2080 mean) time periods from the CHELSA (climatologies 
at high resolution for the Earth’s land surface areas) downscaled climate dataset54, 
aggregated to the CFSR spatial grid. Future data were the mean of an ensemble 
of ten Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) models (ACCESS1-0, 
CESM1-BGC, CESM1-CAM5, CMCC-CM, FIO-ESM, GISS-E2-H, inmcm4, 
IPSL-CM5A-MR, MIROC5, MPI-ESM-MR) for the Representative Concentration 
Pathway 8.5 emissions scenario. The primary analyses were done using mean 
annual temperature, with the exception of the P. contorta species distribution 
model, for which we used a total of 12 climate variables (monthly minimum and 
maximum temperatures and monthly total precipitation for January, April,  
July and October).

Wind regimes. To characterize the wind regime of each grid cell, we calculated 
three summary statistics based on the 30-year time series of hourly u and v 
wind speeds: mean speed, prevailing direction and anisotropy. Hourly u and v 
components were first converted into hourly speed (√(u2 + v2)) and direction 
(arctan(v/u)). The mean speed was calculated as the average of the hourly 
speeds. The prevailing direction was calculated as the circular mean of the 
hourly direction, weighted by speed. Anisotropy was calculated as 1 minus the 
circular standard deviation of the hourly wind direction, weighted by speed, and 
can theoretically range from 0 for a location with a perfectly uniform circular 
distribution to 1 for a location with no variation in wind direction.

Wind–temperature alignment. To illustrate the spatial patterns of climate change 
headwinds and tailwinds, we compared local prevailing wind direction with local 
temperature gradients. For a one-dimensional analysis along a transect across a 
sequence of grid cells (Fig. 2c–h) or along a global sequence of latitudinal bins 
(Fig. 2b), the wind–temperature alignment at each point is a binary variable 
that indicates whether the sign of the prevailing wind matches the sign of the 
temperature gradient. The wind sign at each point is positive if the angle between 
the prevailing local wind bearing and the transect bearing is acute, or negative if it 
is obtuse; this is most relevant if transects run parallel to the prevailing winds, and 
we chose examples accordingly (Fig. 2). The sign of the temperature gradient at 
each point is positive if its leading neighbour is colder than its lagging neighbour, 
and negative if it is warmer.

For a two-dimensional analysis (Extended Data Fig. 1), alignment is an angle 
between 0 and 180° that represents the difference between the prevailing wind 
direction and the angle of the local temperature gradient. This temperature 
gradient angle is calculated by fitting a plane across the temperature values for a 
focal cell and its eight closest neighbours, as described by Dobrowski et al.55.

Wind connectivity. We used graph-theory-based methods from landscape 
connectivity modelling to estimate wind connectivity between pairs of grid cells. 
In our model, each grid cell (‘node’) in a global graph has 16 connections (‘edges’), 
which include an inbound and outbound connection with each of its 8 ‘queen’ 
neighbours. Conductance along each of these edges represents the frequency and 
speed of wind flowing in that direction, averaged over the long-term distribution 
of hourly wind conditions at both nodes. Note that although our main analysis 
uses wind speed directly in these conductance calculations, wind speeds can also 
be transformed first to represent the non-linear relationships between wind speed 
and dispersal expected for particular species, as is discussed in Supplementary 
Appendix 1, implemented for seed dispersal in the P. contorta case study and 
explored in Supplementary Fig. 3.

For a given hourly timestep at a given node, conductance was allocated to four 
edges based on wind speed and direction at that node. A wind blowing towards the 
east-northeast contributes conductance to its eastern and northeastern neighbours, 
and also conductance from its western and southwestern neighbours. Conductance 
(s−1) is calculated as wind speed (m s–1) divided by intercell distance (m), and is 
allocated across these edges in proportion to the difference between the wind 
direction and the bearing to the centre of each neighbouring cell. For example, a 
wind blowing at 81° is 80% of the way between its northeastern neighbour at 45° 
and its eastern neighbour at 90°, and would thus contribute 80% of its speed to 
the former edge and 20% to the latter. Angles and distances between nodes were 
calculated to reflect the distortion of a square latitude–longitude grid wrapped 
on a geodesic spheroid, and edge-conductance values were averaged over many 

hourly wind values to develop a final global connectivity graph. As our focus 
was on terrestrial organisms, we downweighted conductance over water by 90%, 
which makes dispersing over large lakes and oceans difficult but not impossible. 
Finally, edge-conductance values were inverted to derive resistance (s) to represent 
the expected wind travel time along every edge of the graph, and the results were 
converted into units of hours for ease of interpretation.

Based on this connectivity graph, cumulative resistance between a given pair 
of grid cells can be calculated in either direction using a variety of algorithms 
from graph theory; we used a least-cost-path algorithm (implemented in the R 
package gdistance56), which identifies cumulative travel time along the shortest 
path that connects two locations (Fig. 3e–f). Our focal metric, wind accessibility, 
is calculated as the inverse of cumulative wind-hours (Fig. 3g,h). Alternatives to 
this inverse function for wind accessibility yield similar results, which indicates 
that our qualitative results are not especially sensitive to this modelling choice 
(Supplementary Fig. 4). For every terrestrial grid cell, we calculated wind 
accessibility both to and from all the other terrestrial cells within 250 km, which 
generates a distinct upwind and downwind accessibility surface or ‘windshed’ 
that represents the ease of inbound or outbound wind dispersal, respectively. A 
sensitivity analysis using alternative landscape sizes in the range 50–2,500 km in 
radius (Supplementary Fig. 7) indicates that the final modelled wind facilitation 
patterns are relatively insensitive to the size of the landscape considered.

Climate similarity. In addition to inbound and outbound wind accessibility 
surfaces, we calculated inbound and outbound climate similarity surfaces for 
each grid cell across the same 250-km-radius landscapes. For a given grid cell, we 
calculated the difference between its historical climate and the future climates of all 
cells across the landscape (outbound) and also between its future climate and the 
historical climates of all cells across the landscape (inbound). ‘Climate’ here refers 
to mean annual temperature, although we compared this with alternative climate 
variables in a sensitivity analysis (Supplementary Fig. 6). Climate differences were 
converted to unitless similarity values between 0 and 1 (Fig. 3c,d), based on a 
Gaussian decay function with a standard deviation of σ = 2 °C. This σ value yields 
a similarity function (Supplementary Fig. 5) that falls off steeply beyond 1.5 °C, 
a range considered to be a critical threshold for many terrestrial ecosystems57,58. 
Under this function, absolute temperature differences of 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 °C translate 
to similarity values of 1.00, 0.88, 0.61, 0.32, 0.14 and 0.04, respectively. A sensitivity 
analysis to evaluate alternative forms and breadths of the climate similarity 
function (Supplementary Fig. 5) found that the predicted global wind facilitation 
patterns are not highly sensitive to this modelling choice.

Wind facilitation. Climate similarity surfaces were multiplied by wind accessibility 
surfaces to represent areas of overlap that are accessible and climatically similar to 
a given grid cell (Fig. 3i,j). This yielded a total of six surfaces associated with each 
grid cell: wind accessibility, climate similarity and wind–climate overlap, each in 
the inbound and outbound directions. Next, we calculated the mean value across 
each of these surfaces to derive landscape summaries, which gave the amounts of 
wind-accessible area, analogue climate availability and wind–climate overlap area 
in the moving window around each grid cell. Finally, we divided the mean wind–
climate overlap for each cell by its mean climate analogue availability to calculate 
the proportion of climatically similar area that is accessible by wind, a variable we 
call outbound or inbound wind facilitation, which indicates the extent to which 
wind is projected to facilitate or hinder the dispersal of genes and species to or 
from suitable sites.

We also characterized the degree to which cells fall into one of four relative 
wind-facilitation syndromes based on how they ranked globally in terms of 
climate analogue availability, wind facilitation and windshed anisotropy across 
their surrounding landscapes. Sites were considered ‘climate limited’ if they 
ranked low for climate availability. Non-climate-limited sites were considered 
wind facilitated if they ranked high for the facilitation ratio, or wind hindered 
otherwise. Wind-hindered sites were considered ‘direction hindered’ if they ranked 
high for directional divergence (with winds consistently blowing away from 
climate analogues) and ‘speed hindered’ if they had a low directional divergence. 
Directional divergence was measured as the product of windshed anisotropy 
(calculated as one minus the circular standard deviation of the bearings to all cells 
in a site’s 500-km-diameter landscape, weighted by their wind accessibility) and 
divergence angle (calculated as the angle between bearings to the centroids of 
the windshed and climate surfaces, with centroids defined as the weighted mean 
coordinates of all the cells in a site’s 500-km-diameter landscape, weighted by 
accessibility or climate similarity).

P. contorta case study. To model how wind patterns are predicted to shape genetic 
rescue and species range expansion in lodgepole pine, we transferred an expert 
range map that represents the current distribution59 to the CFSR raster grid. For 
the gene flow analysis, to model the genetic rescue potential for a given population 
in the species range, we calculated both upwind accessibility and inbound climate 
similarity to every other cell in the range, and then summed the product of these 
two values across all cells in the species range. This process was repeated for every 
grid cell in the species range. To calculate the climatic similarity, the mean annual 
temperature was used with a niche standard deviation of 2 °C, to approximately 
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match the estimated thermal niche breadth of individual populations of  
P. contorta52,53,60.

To model the species range expansion, we fitted a MaxEnt climatic niche 
model61 based on the 12 temperature and precipitation variables listed above, 
using the species current range as presences and the surrounding region as 
background. We then estimated future climatic suitability by projecting the model 
using future climate data. To estimate the wind-dispersal potential outside the 
current range, we generated a region-wide downwind accessibility surface for 
every grid cell in the current range and took the sum of these surfaces to represent 
the estimated dispersal shadow of the entire species range. We used a quadratic 
wind conductance function because the dispersal of heavier seeds often exhibits 
exponential relationships with windspeed as described in Supplementary  
Appendix 1. The summed wind-shadow surface was multiplied by the climatic 
suitability surface to identify areas outside the current range that are predicted to 
be both suitable and accessible.

CMIP5 analysis. To assess the long-term stability of prevailing winds over periods 
of climate change, we compared wind between the Last Glacial Maximum, 
twentieth century and late twenty-first century, based on general circulation 
model simulations62. To derive wind climatologies for an ensemble of four CMIP5 
models that had simulations available for all three time periods (CNRM-CM5, 
IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC-ESM and MRI-CGCM3), we calculated mean u and v 
windspeeds across years for each model run, averaged these across runs for each 
model and finally averaged these across models to derive a final ensemble mean. 
Both u and v values were then compared across time periods for each grid cell.

R code. All data analysis was done in R version 3.5.163. The code is available 
online64,65.

Data availability
All the input data used in the study are publicly available. Source data that represent 
the results associated with each figure accompanies this paper.

Code availability
All R code used in the analysis has been deposited in the Zenodo data repository 
(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3860687)64, as has the source code for the version 
of the windscape R package developed and used for this study (https://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.3857730)65.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Global patterns of alignment between prevailing wind direction and temperature gradients. a, Prevailing local wind direction, 
that is the bearing at which wind-dispersed organisms are expected to move on average. b, Direction of temperature gradient descent, that is the local 
direction in which organisms will need to move to offset warming climate. c, The difference between these two directions, with 0° indicating migratory 
tailwinds (prevailing winds blow directly down the temperature gradient) and 180° indicating migratory headwinds (prevailing winds blow directly up the 
temperature gradient).
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Global patterns of landscape overlap between windsheds and climate analogs. Maps show the amount of climatically analogous 
area versus the proportion of that area that is wind-accessible within 250 km of each focal site, in the outbound (a), and inbound (b), directions. (Panel 
a presents the same data as Fig. 4c of the main text, and is repeated here for comparison.) Color represents the bivariate relationship between these 
variables c, with green and blue indicating wind facilitation and yellow and red indicating wind hindrance. Additional scatterplots (d–f) compare the 
amount of similar climate, the amount of wind-accessible area, and the amount of wind-climate overlap in the forward versus reverse directions. Extreme 
outliers are rescaled in panel f for visual purposes only.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Global patterns of wind facilitation of climate change tracking. Maps show wind facilitation for the landscape within 250km 
of each terrestrial grid cell, in the inbound (a), and outbound (b), directions, and with respect to major geographic gradients (c–e). In the scatterplots, 
latitude represents absolute latitude.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Global patterns of wind-climate overlap. Maps show overlap for the landscape within 250km of each terrestrial grid cell, in the 
inbound (a), and outbound (b), directions, and with respect to major geographic gradients (c–e). In the scatterplots, latitude represents absolute latitude.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Global patterns of wind facilitation ‘syndromes’. Sites can be assigned continuous rankings or discrete categories representing 
four alternative syndromes: wind facilitation, directional hindrance, speed hindrance, or climate limitation. a, Sites are ranked by climate availability, wind 
facilitation, and directional alignment (collapsed z-axis differentiating red from yellow) to assign relative membership in each of the four syndromes.  
b, Examples of each syndrome, with colors representing climate similarity, wind accessibility, and their areas of overlap across the 250 km radius 
landscapes surrounding each central origin cell. c,e, Syndrome prevalence by latitude in the inbound and outbound directions, respectively; syndromes are 
categorized to place 25% of global land area in each category, along the dotted lines depicted in panel a. d,f, Global map of syndromes in the inbound and 
outbound directions, respectively, with colors representing a continuous gradient among the four categories as depicted in panel a.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Global patterns of wind accessibility. Maps show the mean wind accessibility of landscapes within 250km of each terrestrial 
grid cell, in the inbound (a), and outbound (b), directions, and with respect to major geographic gradients (c–e). In the scatterplots, latitude represents 
absolute latitude.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Global patterns of climate analog availability. Maps show analog availability within 250km of each terrestrial grid cell, in the 
inbound (a), and outbound (b), directions, and with respect to major geographic gradients (c–e). In the scatterplots, latitude represents absolute latitude.
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